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Abstract
We introduce new distance measures for the construction and analysis of phylogenies, focusing
on thioredoxin-fold proteins. Our distance measures for tree construction are based on several criteria,
including pairwise alignment of only the thioredoxin fold region of each sequence, Hausdorff distance
between sequences represented by sets of real vectors derived from per-residue features of the sequences,
and properties of each sequence such as protein function and organism type. We also analyze and
compare our trees in several ways. To corroborate the trees, we first compute the distance between the
evolutionary trees, and then evaluate the trees based on conditional entropy. We also analyze the trees
by finding common subtrees within and between our trees. Finally, biological analysis shows that trees
based on our measures yield new information on proteins within the thioredoxin superfamily.
Index Terms
thioredoxin-fold proteins, evolutionary tree, Hausdorff distance, most common sub-tree.

I. I NTRODUCTION
We propose distance measures for the construction of phylogenies and new techniques for
their analysis. Use of these measures in conjunction with existing ones allows us to corroborate
phylogenetic trees and build new models of families, which can be used in protein function
prediction. We analyze our trees through the use of the conditional entropy (CE) measure and
by identifying the most common subtrees within trees and between trees. We also study the trees
from a biological perspective. For our experiments, we focus on the thioredoxin-fold (Trx-fold)
superfamily.
Oxidation-reduction reactions in cells are catalyzed by various redox proteins, many of which
use catalytic cysteine residues. Thiol-dependent redox proteins regulate many basic cellular
processes, such as DNA synthesis, apoptosis, signal transduction and transcription [13], [5]. To
understand the mechanism of cellular redox regulation, the first step is to characterize the specific
functions of these proteins [5], [1]. The thioredoxin superfamily is the major family of thioldependent oxidoreductases involved in cellular regulation, and its characterization is important for
understanding redox processes. In addition to thioredoxin, it includes protein disulfide isomerases,
glutaredoxins, nucleoredoxins, peroxiredoxins, glutathione peroxidases and other redox enzymes.
In many proteins of the Trx-fold superfamily, two cysteines separated by two other residues form
a redox motif designated the CxxC motif. This motif is conserved in the majority members of
the superfamily, including thioredoxins, glutaredoxins, protein disulfide isomerases and other
proteins. However, some of the Trx-fold proteins conserve motifs in which only one cysteine is
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conserved, and in addition, several proteins are known that lack both cysteines and thus lost the
redox function.
Quite a few methods are known to build phylogenies, such as parsimony [9], maximum likelihood method [2] and pairwise distance-based methods [19], which compute pairwise distances
between sequences and then build a tree that fits them best. We focus on the pairwise distancebased methods. An established method that we employ for constructing phylogenies is to use
hierarchical clustering where inter-sequence distance comes from pairwise alignment scores from
ClustalW [20]. The pairwise distance in this tree is based on alignments of the primary structure
for the entire sequence. In our new approaches, we base our similarity measures on other criteria:
pairwise alignment of only the sequences’ thioredoxin fold region, Hausdorff distance between
sequences when they are represented by sets of real vectors derived from various per-residue
properties of the sequences, and other specific properties of each sequence such as protein and
organism type. We build our trees via hierarchical clustering. After building the trees using the
new distance measures, we also analyze and compare our trees in several ways. We compute the
distance between the evolutionary trees, and then we use a measure called conditional entropy to
evaluate how well clusters derived from the trees match various designation of the sequences. To
gain further perspective on the sequences, we also analyze the trees by finding common subtrees
within and between our trees. These analyses and a subsequently biological analysis show that
trees based on our new measures yield new information on the protein families.
The rest of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we describe the distance measures and
the algorithms we employ in building our evolutionary trees. In Section III, we discuss on how
we analyze the trees by computing distances between trees, computing conditional entropy of
clusters derived from our trees, and by finding common subtrees within and between our trees.
Then in Section IV we summarize our experimental results. Finally, we conclude in Section V
with a discussion of future work.
II. C ONSTRUCTION OF E VOLUTIONARY T REES
We use standard hierarchical clustering to construct our evolutionary trees. The differences
between established methods and our approach come from the novel distance measures we
employ. An established method that we employ for constructing phylogenies is to use pairwise
alignment scores from ClustalW [20]. The pairwise distance in this method is on alignments
of the primary structure for the entire sequence. In our new approaches, we base our similarity
measures on other criteria: pairwise alignment of only the sequences’ thioredoxin fold region,
Hausdorff distance between sequences represented by sets of real vectors derived from QFC
features of the sequences [16], and other specific properties of each sequence such as protein
type and organism type.
A. Distance measures
1) Measure based on primary structure and Trx-fold: We first find the primary sequence motif
(e.g. CxxC) in each sequence. Since the Trx-fold of all known thioredoxin-fold proteins extends
at most 30 residues upstream and at most 180 residues downstream of the motif [12], we discard
subsequences outside that 214-residue window. Then we use dynamic programming [3] to align
each pair of sequences using the BLOSUM 62 matrix [11]. The alignment score for each pair
of sequences is the distance measure we use in clustering.

2) Measure based on per-residue features and Trx-fold: Our second distance measure comes
from the Hausdorff distance [14] on sets of points derived from per-residue properties of each
sequence. In the QFC algorithm [16], the physico-chemical properties of the amino acids in
the residues are characterized using various indices and standard measurements, such as GES
hydropathy index [7], [10], solubility [4], polarity, pI, Kyte-Doolittle index [17], α helix index [6],
and molecular weight. A protein sequence is described by a set of variables x1 through xn , and
for each xi , there is a value xij for the ith amino acid index (property) value at the jth position of
the sequence. Thus xi1 through xim constitutes a profile of the protein in terms of the ith aminoacid property index. For each sequence, we extract the Trx-fold as described above, and then map
the residues in each fold to their profiles based on the 7 properties of Kim et al. [16], yielding
7-dimensional data. Since each 7-tuple xi = (xi1 , . . . , xi7 ) in each profile is tied to a particular
residue rxi in the original sequence, we need to add a coordinate xi8 to xi that corresponds to
rxi ’s position in the sequence. We set xi8 to the index of rxi in the fold. The end result is a
set of points for each sequence. Since the values of different properties vary significantly, we
normalize the properties when computingrthe Euclidean distance. For example, distance between
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two amino acids xi and yj is defined as (M ax i1 −Mj1in )2 + . . . + (M ax i8 −Mj8in )2 , where Minpk
p1
p1
p8
p8
and Maxpk are the minimum and maximum values for property k.
The Hausdorff distance (HD) measure is a distance between two sets of points [18]. The
classical HD measure between two sets A = {a1 , . . . , aN a } and B = {b1 , . . . , bN b } of sizes NA
and NB is defined as H(A, B) = max(h(A, B), h(B, A)), where h(A, B) and h(B, A) represent
the directed distances between two sets A and B [14]. For the directed distance from A to B, we
th
use hK (A, B) = Ka∈A
dB (a), where dB (a) represents the minimum distance value from point a
th
to the set B, and Ka∈A denotes the K th ranked value of dB (a). In other words, each point in
A finds its nearest neighbor in B and vice-versa. Then these distances are sorted independently
for sets A and B, and the Kth largest is chosen from each set (using the Kth largest rather
than the largest reduces sensitivity to noise). The largest of these two values is the Hausdorff
distance between A and B. This measure needs one parameter, f ∈ [0.0, 1.0], which we use to
calculate K = f NA for use in h(A, B) (for h(B, A), we use K = f Nb ). Experimentally, when
f is about 0.6, good results are obtained [18].
For each pair of sequences, we extract their folds as described earlier, map them to their
sets of points, and compute Hausdorff distance between them, using f = 0.6 and normalized
Euclidean distance to measure distances between points.
3) Measure based on annotation and fold: We also combine each of the two distance measures
described above with sequence annotation information, including protein function assignment
and organism type. Here protein function assignment includes Thioredoxin, Glutaredoxin, Protein disulfide isomerase, DsbA, DsbC, DsbD, and DsbG. Organism type includes vertebrates,
mammals, invertebrates, plants, fungi, bacteria, archaea and viruses. If two sequences have the
same type, we multiply the distance between them by 0.8 (thus if two sequences have the same
organism type and protein type, we multiply by 0.64). We combine the sequence type information
with both distance measures described above. We also use the above two measures each on its
own, yielding four total trees.
B. Evolutionary Tree Construction
The method we use to build trees is very similar to that used by Sokal and Michener [19]. The
only difference is that we use the complete link algorithm rather than the single link algorithm
they use. We first assign each sequence to its own cluster, and define each of them as a leaf with
a height zero. Then we merge the clusters until only one cluster exists. To merge two clusters, we

first determine the two clusters Ci and Cj for which the distance Dij between them is minimal.
We then merge Ci and Cj into a single new cluster Cn = Ci ∪ Cj , defining the distance between
Cn and any other cluster Ck as Dnk = max(Dik , Djk ). We then replace Ci and Cj with Cn ,
whose height is set as Dij /2.
III. E VOLUTIONARY T REE A NALYSIS
We have 5 evolutionary trees: the tree based on the entire primary structure and ClustalW
pairwise alignment score (ClustalW tree)1 ; the tree based on fold, primary structure and dynamic
programming (DP tree)2 ; the tree based on fold and QFC features (QFC tree)3 ; the tree based on
fold, primary structure, dynamic programming and sequence type; and the tree based on fold,
QFC features and the sequence type information. For the rest of this paper, we focus on the first
three trees; analysis of the last two trees (using sequence type information) is pending.
We now use several methods to analyze and compare our trees that were built using the
distance measures of Section II-A. First we compute a distance between each pair of trees by
computing the average distances between their most similar subtrees. Specifically, we do the
following to compute the distance between trees TA and TB . For every subtree ta in tree TA , we
find the subtree tb in tree TB that is the most similar to ta based on the tree distance measure
of Wang et al. [15] (described below). We then divide the distance between ta and tb by the
number of nodes in ta . We then take the average of these distances over all ta ∈ TA , and average
that with the average of the distances from each tb ∈ TB to its most similar subtree in TA .
We also analyze our trees by using conditional entropy to assess how well each tree matches
various classes of the sequences. Define a sequence’s class to be an external label assigned to
it, e.g. the organism that the sequence came from. Then given m classes and k clusters, for a
particular class i ∈ [1..m] and cluster j ∈ [1..k], we compute pij , which is the probability that a
member of cluster j belongs to class i (pij = nij /nj , where nj is the number of data points in
cluster j and nij is the number of data points in cluster j belonging to class i).PThe entropy of
the class labels conditioned on a particular cluster j is calculated as Ej = − ki=1 pij log(pij ).
P
n ∗E
The conditional entropy is then defined as: kj=1 j n j , where nj is the size of cluster j and n
is the total number of instances. The entropy equals zero when each cluster contains instances
from the same class [8]. For our class labels, we use protein type, organism type, and the pair
(protein type, organism type) taken together.
We also evaluate our trees by studying and comparing their subtrees. For every subtree, we
compute the sum of the distance between it and all other subtrees. We define the subtree with the
smallest sum of distances as the most common subtree inside a set. Here we use Wang et al.’s
method [15] to compute the edit distance between two subtrees. This dynamic programmingbased method uses both the tree structure and the label of each node. The edit distance from
tree t1 to tree t2 is the minimum number of edit operations transforming t1 to t2 . There are three
types of edit operations: relabeling, delete, and insert a node. Here the label is the organism
type. Every leaf has a label corresponding to the organism of the sequence on that leaf. Internal
nodes have no corresponding sequences, so we use the most common organism in the subtree to
label them. For example, in the subtree rooted with node A, there are several types of organisms,
but if bacteria is the most common, then we label node A as bacteria.
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF OUR TREES WITH CONDITIONAL ENTROPY. “DP” IS

FOR MEASURE BASED ON

P RIMARY STRUCTURE AND

T RX - FOLD , “QFC” IS FOR MEASURE BASED ON QFC FEATURES AND T RX - FOLD , “C LUSTALW” IS FOR THE MEASURE
BASED ON

C LUSTALW PAIRWISE ALIGNMENT AND ENTIRE PRIMARY SEQUENCE , “P ROTEIN ” MEANS USING PROTEIN TYPE

AS CLASS LABEL ,

“O RGANISM ” MEANS USING ORGANISM TYPE AS CLASS LABEL , “C OMBINE ” MEANS COMBINATION OF
PROTEIN TYPE AND ORGANISM TYPE AS CLASS LABEL .

Conditional

DP

QFC

ClustalW

DP

QFC

ClustalW

DP

QFC

ClustalW

Protein Type

Protein Type

Protein Type

Organism

Organism

Organism

Combine

Combine

Combine

K=5

0.541623

0.548408

0.560651

0.636842

0.651389

0.652374

1.10114

1.125980

1.14336

K=10

0.474629

0.431362

0.498964

0.584003

0.594431

0.587185

0.967281

0.945759

1.01590

K=15

0.238583

0.337641

0.49186

0.509938

0.565931

0.568910

0.707798

0.834510

0.987126

K=20

0.200595

0.318217

0.381743

0.498040

0.543341

0.471684

0.661368

0.788463

0.779091

K=25

0.192252

0.29005

0.305821

0.486418

0.503726

0.435822

0.643478

0.718837

0.688479

K=30

0.189096

0.275013

0.204412

0.437526

0.493955

0.407707

0.587621

0.693713

0.56885

K=35

0.172943

0.255603

0.180734

0.420016

0.475313

0.378663

0.561356

0.660215

0.515396

K=40

0.168103

0.234351

0.168921

0.398652

0.447900

0.370802

0.535920

0.609090

0.495375

Entropy

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We selected 1458 sequences from the Thioredoxin-fold sequences database4 for our experiments. 98% of these sequences have the CxxC motif, while the others have the CxxS motif or
no known motif. For the very few sequences without a known motif, we selected two cysteines
that were separated by two residues in the primary structure and assumed that the two cysteines
and the two residues between them constitute a motif.
Using the tree comparison method described in Section III, the distance between DP tree
and the ClustalW tree is 0.2431. Distance between QFC tree and ClustalW tree is 0.2623. This
indicates that the DP tree is more similar to the ClustalW tree than the QFC tree is. This
is because both DP and ClustalW are based on similar distance measures (primary structure
alignment). Further, both the DP and QFC trees are generally similar to the ClustalW tree in
terms of similarities of common subtrees. This supports the idea that each tree (especially DP
and ClustalW) generally captures the evolutionary patterns of this superfamily.
We now analyze our trees with conditional entropy. The results are in Table I. In the table,
K is the number of clusters that we partitioned each tree into based on the nodes’ depths.
From Table I we see that in general, the DP tree better matches all three labelings of the
sequences than the QFC tree does, regardless of K (as expected, DP and ClustalW have mostly
similar values of conditional entropy, especially for large K). In addition, from a biological
perspective, the DP tree seems to generally represent the evolutionary and functional classes
within the Trx-fold superfamily more accurately. However, we found that the QFC tree is a more
convenient tool for visualization of some clusters. It better clustered some subtrees within the
family of thioredoxin-fold proteins than the DP tree. For example, viral glutaredoxin-like proteins,
which are known to be involved in an oxidative pathway of capsid formation, are co-clustered
with bacterial thioloxidases DsbA and several thioredoxin-like proteins of unknown function.
Thus, these thioredoxin-like proteins could function as thiol/disulfide oxidoreductases involved in
disulfide bond formation. Bacterial disulfide isomerases DsbG are co-clustered with mammalian,
plant and invertebrate proteins, suggesting that these proteins might rearrange disulfide bonds.
4
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Clusters of bacterial oxidative folding proteins are also located closer in the QFC tree than
in the DP tree. Further, unlike the DP tree, the QFC tree is enriched in clusters containing
representatives from diverse organisms, suggesting that it might be useful for finding functional
associations and identification of Trx-fold proteins. Thus the diversity of organisms in the QFC
tree’s clusters (which caused the larger organism-based conditional entropy numbers in Table I)
in fact suggests new functional groups in the Trx-fold superfamiliy.
Finally, we study the most popular subtrees inside each tree and between trees taken pairwise.
For each test, we identified the five most popular sub-trees. Two of them are in Figure 1. A
biological analysis of these subtrees is going on now.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) The most popular subtree in the tree based on ClustalW pairwise alignment. A designates archaea; B bacteria; I
invertebrates; P plants; R viruses; M mammals. (b) The most popular subtree in the tree based on QFC features.

V. C ONCLUSION
We proposed methods to construct and analyze phylogenies and applied them to the thioredoxin superfamily. Our methods focus on new distance measures between sequences, computing
distances between trees, use of conditional entropy to analyze the clusters implied by trees, and
ways to identify common subtrees between trees. Use of these methods in conjunction with
existing ones allows us to corroborate existing phylogenetic trees and to build other models of
protein families which can lead to prediction of protein function. Future work includes more
detailed species-based analysis of subtrees, such as finding subtrees with specific patterns of
evolution or representation by specific species or classes of species.
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